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Simple Changes Unite Indoor and
Outdoor Living Areas

 Most of us want our homes to feel bigger, have
be er natural light and be more functional.  Over
the past few decades thereʹs been a movement
toward open concept floor plans and
indoor/outdoor living; minimizing the divide
between the outdoor and indoor areas.

Most of the older homes were built when this
concept didnʹt exist.  Therefore, when renovating
a home this is on the top of the list for most
homeowners.

I recently sold a client a home that had been
remodeled in the late 1980ʹs so it was due some
TLC.  What the 1980ʹs remodel provided was a
great deck on the west side of the home
overlooking a nicely landscaped garden.  What it
didnʹt address very well was the connection the
deck had to the inside living area.

The existing living and dining rooms were cutoff
from the deck by a fixed window and a narrow
sliding patio door.  There was also a wall dividing
the kitchen from the room.  This wall made
placement of the dining table difficult and made
the kitchen feel like a small galley.

She asked me to help unite the indoor and
outdoor living areas.  
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  To unite the existing deck was pre y simple.  We
removed the fixed window and the 1980ʹs sliding
door and replaced them with French doors that
open out.  Visually an out swing French door help
bridge the divide between indoor and outdoor
be er than in swing doors.  They pull your eye to
the deck and you feel as if it is one space. The
doors disappear.  On the interior we created a
more cohesive great room by removing a wall,
changing the paint color, removing the thick terra
co a tile and extending the wood flooring.

As you can see from the a er photo the room
feels bigger, more functional and even on a foggy
day brighter.

Key Points:

Unite spaces with color and by using the same
floor coverings
Use out swing French doors to help unite the
indoor and outdoor areas
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To read this clients story and see the before/a er
photos of the house click here!

 
  ____________________________________

About Gary 
Gary Belk - For the past 19 years, Gary Belk ʺThe

Renovation Realtorʺ has been bringing his unique
expertise as a realtor, general contractor and

degree in architecture to his clients - giving them
valuable perspective and vision to buying,
renovating, and profiting from real estate.  

 
People come to Gary when they want to find

properties with potential so they can coax both
beauty and value from their homes. His work has
earned him a reputation for renovation projects

that are as stunning as they are profitable.
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